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ABSTRACT 
An automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) contains of a collection of computer-controlled strategy for 

automatically locating and recovering loads from particular position. It supply more effective benefit of storage 

capacity, shorter storage and recovery time, precisely item shipment, avoidance  of product harm, remote 

monitoring of stock and capacity developments, low operation cost, possibility of integration into the accounting 

framework, work security and earthquake resistance. In this think about, Cartesian robot is proposed for the 

FMS system. Storage duration is minimum due to the hatching handle in stockroom operations. 3 axes robot is 

utilized within the AS/RS operations. In this passageway robots which travel by 2 axes along the halfway, and 

carry robots which carry pallets on a horizontal axis as a part stage. Engines and controllers in robots will be 

chosen concurring to analytical strategies. Control calculation are displayed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In today's competitive environment, businesses must make an proficient stock region and set up viable stock 

administration frameworks to diminish their unit  cost. In this way, they require a best bargain of capacity 

accessibility for the same base zone, they got to utilize a larger capacity zone by narrowing the passageway, and 

ought to carry out more and adjust putting away and recovering operations with less representatives. When we 

see at Turkey’s practices in common, we see a framework of 6 and 9 meters of standard statures, by lifts and 

forklifts based on human operation. 

 

When the given forklift operation extend is considered, the width of the passageway between two racks ought 

to be a least of 3-3.5 meters. In stockroom setup with AS/RS, it is sufficient that pallets handling width are 

inside walkway width. In other words, the handling process is prepare can be worn out a range of 1.5 meters 

wide. Put basically the coming about distinction in two meters will give 42% more capacity with 20m pick up 

path in a 10 paths warehouse. But the important thing is not only to extend the storage volume, also to function 

the framework rapidly and easily with the correct calculations in framework necessities [1-5]. 

 

In this manner, the AS/RS is required which can be controlled with computer program, work intuitively with 

associated other framework, give total control with item distinguishing proof and following operation.  

 

Thinks about in literature almost AS/RS as a rule comprise of travelling time optimization and distribution 

center recreation, task of capacity cell and plan of AS/RS machines. Sartorial arrangements are not adequately 

recovery calculation and control methodology are created agreeing to the requests of the flexible manufacturing 

system. Literature [1] proposes a unused AS/RS that is more productive and adaptable for dealing with B2C e-

commerce coordination. Within the [2] ideal assignment calculation are created based on flexsim simulation 

program for AS/RS. The reason of literature [3] is the plan  and the improvement of a minimum cost Automated  
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Storage and Retrieval System (AS/RS) fitting for little and medium size industries. The aim of the literature [4] 

is the improvement of control algorithms for the administration of an automated stockroom system. As regular, 

the usage of a control calculation requires three preparatory steps: advancement of a solid model; plan of control 

strategy according to few optimality criteria; and approval of these control strategies. Literature [5] presents a 

numerical model for space assignment and finds a reasonable strategy for the approaching goods, pointing to 

make improve warehousing administration. 

 

2. AUTOMATIC STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL STORAGE SYSTEM 
AS/RS begins working after pallets are exchanged to the distribution centre. Here, the pallets are set on the 

rails with a 3 axes robots by moving onto the racks. The robot comprises of two isolated framework. To begin 

with is the carry shuttle robot that takes the pallet (the item stack) on and carries it to the exchange focuses 

(aisle robot) and rails. The other one is the path robot that works as depth and tallness in 2 axes between the 

racks along the aisle and carries the pallet to the assigned rail beginning point. 

 
Fig 1: Basic AS/RS 

 

When there’s no operation, this robot holds up at the transfer focuses within the path sections. At this point, the 

shuttle machine gain on to the aisle machine with the item pallet. At that point, the cell address is decided 

according to pallet's standardized tag data and planned calculation. The aisle robot takes the carry robot to the 

required rack (tube) passage by moving between the rails. The carry robot enters the tube and clears out the 

pallets at the required cell addresses. The carry robot places the pallets from the most profound cells because all 

the items will be set the same way within the tube. Hence, each tube is filled with the same arrangement item 

and this information is put away in a database. According to conveyance information and the first in first output 

(FIFO) rule, the calculation choose at which rack the item will be recovered and the robot takes the item to the 

yield station, rehashing the capacity activities [1-3]. For bizarre circumstances, a common calculation can be 

crippled and the framework can be controlled physically. The AS/RS's units communication is wireless. All 

developments within the framework are recorded within the database. Stock information can be seen remotely 

and detailed. Vital AS/RS plot is illustrated in Fig.1. 

 

3. STORAGE PROCESS 
The starting of the capacity put is the transport line which is the crossing point of the palletize robot and AS/RS. 

At the conclusion of  this transport line, the stuffed item on the pallets are orchestrated on the rail. The 

characterized standardized tag item data of the pallets is exchanged to the database during the palletized 

preparation. Pallets are taken on to the carry machine and carried to the path machine. The passageway robot 

comes to the tube entry/exit of the cell address, which is decided by the calculation, and is standing by the 

exchange of carry robot to the tube rail. The carry robot turns to the passageway robot after it clears out the 

pallet at its address. In this way, the capacity process is completed. Capacity handle put on display are shown in 

Fig.2. Pasteurized items, such as fruit juice and drain, must be kept for one week in capacity due to security 

because of the brooding periods. 
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In expansion, for diminishing operation times, need items must be put away at station agreeing to their offering 

and arrange information. These cases must be considered within the capacity calculation for mechanical 

arrangement. 

 

4. RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
The carry robot chosen within the recovery process goes to the related passageway robot and gets on it. The path 

robot goes to the pallet’s address section and holds up for the carry robot to pass the tube’s rail. The carry 

machine takes the pallets outside the cell and gets on the back of the passageway machine with the pallet. The 

walkway robot carries the stacked carry to the rack system’s front rail and holds up for it to pass through. The 

stacked carry robot goes to the shipping station and clears out to the pallets. Hence, the recovery handle is 

completed. Recovery process stages are appeared in fig.3. 
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Figure 2: Storage Process Algorithm Flowchart 
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Figure 3: Retrieval Process Algorithm Flowchart 
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At the shipment of the item which are holding up within the stockroom, the hatching periods must be considered 

due to FIFO rules whereas recovering. For diminishing recovery items, the operation must be begun from the 

closest addresses to the yield station concurring to the calculation.  

 

A assumed Cartesian robot’s square graph, 3-dimensional drawing, and the genuine capacity applications are 

appeared in Fig. 4, 5 for the passageway robot, and in Fig. 6, 7 for the carry robot. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Aisle Robot System Block Diagram 
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Figure 5: Aisle Robot System Application 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Shuttle Robot System Block Diagram 
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Figure 7: Shuttle Robot System Application 

 

5. ROBOT VELOCITIES 
To abbreviate the time of capacity and recovery, developments of walkway robot and carry robot have to be at 

optimum velocities. The work is done against contact constrain within the path robot’s flat speed and against 

gravity in its vertical speed. Since the carry robot’s whole development are level, the work is done against 

grinding drive. The contact drive depends on the mass of carried stack and gravity. Speed increment moreover 

depends on different limits. Most extreme speed depend on control of engine; in any case the remove to the end 

of the development limits the most extreme speed. Speeding up and deceleration of robot is appeared in fig.8. 

The chart of velocity time appears the typical values of the robot’s developments. The robot will reach greatest 

speed Vm by quickening in to – t1 extend. Vm depends on t2 – t3 period but the engine control since the robot has 

got to halt within the way as distant as S3 region. 

 

 
Figure 8: Velocity - Time Graph While Robots  Are Carrying Pallets 

 

Halt time depends on inactive contact of moving parts and idleness that supplies the development of the robot 

and the rail get together and the braking constrain utilized to halt the engine. When the engine stops without the 

drive that impacts add up to mass not finished, the grinding constrain between moving parts and the rail get 

together will turn into dynamic contact and so the ceasing impact will diminish. (The coefficient of active 

grinding is lower than the coefficient of inactive grinding is lower than coefficient of inactive contact between  
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the same surfaces). As a result, the robot will start to move and not to be able to halt in time or in a given 

separate. As this undesirable circumstances would cause mischance, coefficient of contact between surfaces 

must be found in arrange to guarantee control. Ideal increasing speed and deceleration values for all pallets areas 

are calculated by [1], [2] & [3]. In expansion, tilting forward or in reverse or the chance of slip-ping ought to be 

considered during deceleration and speeding up. The condition for such tilting forward are calculated by (4). 

Fig. 8 appears the strength acting on the framework and force on the bed being utilized to create the conditions. 

 

Engine and brake drive are kept beneath control whereas the robot is in movement. At that point momentary 

increasing speed depends on forces on the x-axis. 

 

+          ∑ Fx = (mp + mr)aG = Fm - Fb                 (1) 

 
Figure 11: Motor and Brake Force While Robot is Moving 

 

Velocity and path equation that depend on fixed acceleration and time are given in (2) and (3). 

 

                           V = V0 + ag t                                (2) 

                     X = X0 + V0t + ½ agt2                        (3) 

 

Forces at point p must be 0 or less than 0 to not till the pallet. At that point accepting that there’s barrier before 

the point p. 

 

         ∑Mp = 0;          mpa (ly/2) - mpg (lx/2) = 0          (4) 

 

The esteem more than zero of (4) can tilt the pallet. To select the motor’s control, speeding up ag that empowers 

the pallet to reach Vm is calculated by (5). 

  

                                 ag = Vm / t1                               (5) 

 

Vm is robot’s greatest horizontal speed and t1 is passing time to greatest peed. Quickening power Fx is calculated 

by (6) utilizing pallet mass mp and robot mass mr. Required motor engine control is calculated by (7). 

 

                                   Fx = (mp + mr)ag              (6) 

                                      P = Fxvm                                 (7) 

Engine control that will be utilized within the usage must be 20% greater considering the productivity and 

contact losses. 
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Table: 1 Symbols 

Fx Forces of axis (N) 

Fm Motor force (N) 

Fb Brake force (N) 

Ag G point’s acceleration (m/s2) 

Mr Robot mass (kg) 

Mp Pallet mass (kg) 

Vo Initial velocity (m/s) 

X Way (m) 

Xo Initial way (m) 

Mp P point’s momentum (Nm) 

ly Length of y (m) 

lx Length of x (m) 

G Gravity (m/s2) 

Vm Maximum velocity (m/s) 

p Power (W) 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
AS/RS becomes operational after the products turned into a pallet by the palletized machine are transferred to 

the storage. Here, the pallets will be placed on the racks after being carried over three axes on the rails by the 

Cartesian robot. The Cartesian machine exist of partitioned frameworks. The primary one is the carry machine 

which takes the pallets on and carries it to exchange focuses and racks. The other one is the passageway robot 

which runs between the racks, along the walkway on two axes and takes the pallets to the beginning point of the 

required rack. In this think about, the Cartesian machine for AS/RS and control calculation is proposed for the 

industry. The capacity handle is 5-7 days due to incubation. All pallets have to visit in the warehouse ahead 

preparation, so warehouse volume is particularly valuable for pasteurized liquid foods such as milk and fruit 

juice. Therefore, the AS/RS machine design, rack construction, storage and retrieval control algorithm and 

software are proposed according to sector requirements. In the warehouse, pallets placed at cell location are find 

by a control calculation which is thought-out according to FIFO strategy expiry dates, sales rates and production 

plans. The Cartesian robot operates according to the algorithm for storage and retrieva. 
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